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Research Paper 1: CEO perspectives on organisational
resilience was launched at the CIR Conference 2012
by Roger Wilkins AO, Secretary of the
Attorney-General’s Department.
It is the first in a series of research papers on
organisational resilience being developed under the
CIR Strategy.
More than 50 CEOs were interviewed, to seek their
thoughts on
 what organisational resilience is

Mr Roger Wilkins AO

 why they think about it that way, and

 the value proposition for pursuing resilience in their organisations.
“The paper summarises the results of the interviews and is a most interesting read”
Mr Wilkins said.
“It presents the perspectives and understanding that the CEOs of some of Australia’s
largest companies have with regard to organisational resilience and how this concept is
applied in their organisations.”
The research was conducted by Dr Robert Kay of Incept Labs, who also presented at the
CIR Conference. Dr Kay outlined the main findings of the research in a keynote address
– and later led a lively discussion session with delegates about the findings, as a close to
the conference.
Research Paper 1: CEO perspectives on organisational resilience is available on the
publication pages at www.tisn.gov.au
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The paper summarises the results
of the interviews and is a most
interesting read

THE CIR CONFERENCE 2012
The second CIR Conference was a resounding success.
It attracted more than 120 delegates and addressed
the theme CIR: Expect the unexpected, which explored
the attributes of organisational resilience.
The program featured a range of experts in the field
and covered topics from cyber security and crisis
management to case studies from the Queensland
floods.
Delegates were pleased with the program and the
overall quality of the presentations. For example, the
panel session Managing staff welfare during disasters
was well received and gave delegates the opportunity
to discuss this valuable aspect of organisational
resilience.

Ms Claire Sullivan and Dr Erica Seville

Feedback from the post conference survey also indicated that delegates enjoyed Dr Robert Kay’s
address on organisational resilience – the views of CEOs, finding it both informative and relevant.
Similarly, delegates were impressed with Dr Erica Seville’s presentation on the New Zealand
earthquakes. Erica’s personal experience and breadth of knowledge made her presentation highly
relevant and also reinforced the benefits of organisations taking responsibility for their resilience.
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Overall delegates gained a lot of value from the presentations and the networking opportunities –
with many noting they would like to see the CIR Conference run more frequently!
Thanks again to all the speakers for helping make the event such a success.
The conference was held on 15-16 March 2012 at Four Points by Sheraton Sydney,
Darling Harbour, and was hosted by the Critical Infrastructure and
Protective Security Policy Branch of the Attorney-General’s Department.
Stay tuned for details on the 2013 conference...
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LESSONS LEARNT
The summer disaster season of 2010-11 was extreme.
It certainly tested the capacity of critical infrastructure owners and operators to maintain and restore
essential goods and services to affected communities.
Queensland experienced significant floods, including in Brisbane, and Tropical Cyclone Yasi. Northern
New South Wales, Victoria and Tasmania also experienced major floods, and Western Australia was
ravaged by bushfires.
The social and emotional toll of these disasters has been felt around the nation. Economically, the cost
has also been extremely high.
As with any catastrophic event, it is important that we learn from what has occurred. The AttorneyGeneral’s Department, in conjunction with relevant stakeholders including the TISN, has developed a
lessons learnt report on organisational resilience during the disaster season.
The final report was submitted to the Critical Infrastructure Advisory Council at their meeting
earlier this year. Importantly, it identified three recommendations to help enhance and promote
organisational resilience.

important that we learn
“ ...fromit iswhat
has occurred
”
The first recommendation relates to planning and dependencies.

This addresses the need for critical infrastructure organisations to coordinate business continuity
and restoration requirements at the planning stage, both within and across sectors. This would then
enable a better understanding of dependencies and help avoid problems such as competing for
common resources, which could cause delays in resuming operations.
The second recommendation relates to communication during disasters.
There appears to be a need for improved, timely information sharing between industry and
government. This includes raising the awareness of critical infrastructure organisations to jurisdictional
and national emergency and crisis management arrangements.
The third recommendation relates to mutual aid arrangements between critical infrastructure
organisations. This would result in organisations being better able to provide essential goods and
services during disasters through the timely support and assistance of others.
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While these recommendations tend to be more focussed on operational aspects of moving to a
resilience approach, they are good examples of the insights that can be achieved by analysing our
responses to disasters.

CROSS-SECTORAL EXERCISE
A national cross-sectoral dependencies exercise for critical infrastructure was held in October last
year.
This was the first time that members from all Sector Groups of the TISN and government
representatives participated in an exercise of this nature.
A scenario was designed to explore the impacts of an escalating electricity outage as well as a
disruption to liquid fuel supplies, and the effects on business continuity and recovery.
Interestingly, the findings of the exercise were consistent with the recommendations of the lessons
learnt report from the 2010-11 disaster season.
Again, three main themes emerged.
Firstly, there appears to be a need for greater awareness and understanding of cross-sectoral
dependencies, particularly during broad ranging disruptions to essential services. This recognises
that the ability of one sector to recover from a significant disruption may depend on the capacity
and capabilities of other sectors.
Secondly, the importance of communication was highlighted. In particular, there appears to be a
need for improved, timely information sharing between industry and government. This includes
understanding the communication pathways required to ensure the effective flow of information.
Thirdly, the issue of mutual aid was raised. When organisations are responding to and recovering
from major disruptions, there may be opportunities to develop agreed sharing arrangements across
sectors to best use skills, expertise and equipment.
Importantly, these findings have helped inform the work of the Sector Groups of the TISN, to
deliver on strategic imperative three of the CIR Strategy – assist owners and operators of critical
infrastructure to identify, analyse, and manage cross-sectoral dependencies.
The CIR Strategy and Supplement are available at www.tisn.gov.au

“...three main themes
emerged ”

Keen to learn more about the Energy Sector Group?
For a copy of their latest newsletter, contact:
esg.secretariat@ret.gov.au
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Energy Sector Group
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HISTORY OF THE WATER SERVICES SECTOR GROUP
The Water Services Sector Group, in its various forms, has just celebrated its 10th year.
Thanks to the hard work and expertise of its members, the Group’s achievements have helped boost critical
infrastructure protection and resilience in Australia.
When the Group first formed, planning and preparedness for significant emergencies was low. Since then, it
has matured into one of the leading sector groups both in Australia and internationally.

The history
The Group met for the first time in the wake of September 11.
In response to the terrorist attacks, the National Water Industry – Terrorism Planning Workshop was held
on 9 November 2001, at the Australian Emergency Management Institute.
The main themes addressed included security events across the Australian water industry, security
management, planning and preparedness, mail room issues, and anthrax threats. Current members will be
familiar with some of the attendees of this workshop – Mr David Parsons, Mr Bruce Angus and
Mr Scott Vines.
Further terrorism planning workshops were held in 2002 and the first half of 2003. These covered topics
ranging from ASIO threat assessments to cyber attacks, and included presentations on a range of threats –
chemical, biological, radiological, incendiary and explosive, and water contamination.

The TISN
During this time, in response to the 2001 terrorist attacks and the 2002 Bali bombing, the Australian
Government established the Trusted Information Sharing Network for Critical Infrastructure Protection
(TISN).
The TISN was officially launched on 2 April 2003 to develop the all important business-government
partnership. It comprised nine sectors – then known as Infrastructure Assurance Advisory Groups –
representing water services, banking and finance, communications, energy, emergency services, food chain,
health, iconic and public structures, and transport.
The Water Group held its first meeting, under the TISN structure on 8 September 2003 in Canberra. The
initial membership was drawn from participants of the terrorism planning workshops, the States and
Territories, and the Australian Government. The topics discussed included business continuity, chemical,
biological and radiological threats, risk assessment methodologies, and security management.
In December 2003, the newly formed Group held a water contamination workshop aimed at identifying
critical issues and desired capabilities to detect, respond to and recover from, a water contamination
incident.
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Following this workshop, further activities were undertaken to model the dissipation of various
contaminates in a water storage tank/reservoir following a one-off dosing. This was a very important time
of scoping and consolidation for the Group. In 2006, the final report was produced and a workshop was
held for project participants.

HISTORY OF THE WATER SERVICES SECTOR GROUP (cont.)
In June 2007 the Group began work on a project to test critical infrastructure’s vulnerability to blast
effects. The project was conducted in two parts – the first stage looked at gathering information on water
infrastructure, and the second stage involved the computer modelling of a large explosion near this
infrastructure. The project concluded in 2009 and was very well received by industry members.
In 2008 the Group began the development of water sector mutual aid guidelines. These were designed
for water utilities to seek mutual aid and assistance from within the water sector to respond to and
recover from emergencies. By December 2009, work had progressed to the point where the Group ran
an exercise to test the assumptions made in the development of the guidelines.
In 2009 the good work continued, with the Group conducting a human influenza pandemic exercise
– Pigasus. The aim of the exercise was to share and compare planning strategies, benchmark these
strategies and determine the impact of an influenza pandemic on the water sector.
Coordinated by Sydney Water, Exercise Pigasus was conducted over a six week period in July - August. It
was a great success, with the water sector identifying common practices and outstanding issues for the
Group to progress.

More highlights
Another achievement was the Group’s work following the extensive flooding in South East Queensland
and Victoria in January 2011. For the first time, the water sector mutual aid guidelines were used to
provide assistance to the affected water organisations.
Then in February and March 2011, the mutual aid guidelines were used as the basis for the sector’s
assistance to Christchurch and Japan after their earthquakes.
Other highlights of the Group’s work include:
 engagement with the US Water Information Sharing and Analysis Centre
 computer network vulnerability assessments
 bulk water and waste water sectoral threat assessments
 participation in Australia/US bilateral meetings
 assessment of chemicals in the water sector that can be used in terrorist attacks
 participation in Cyber Storm II & III
 participation in advanced SCADA training at Idaho National Laboratories
 adequacy of Laboratory Capability and Capacity in Support of Counter-Terrorism Agencies Review, and
 presentations at the Worldwide Conference on Disaster Management.

Thank you
A special thank you to those who have served on the Executive of the Group throughout the year:
June 2012

 the Deputy Chairs – Mr Steve MacCarthy (Water Corporation), Mr Nimish Chand (Brisbane City
Council), Mr Colin Chapman (Queensland Urban Utilities), Mr Phillip Townsend (Hunter Water), 		
Mr Steve Hancock (Sydney Catchment Authority), Ms Helen Foster (Barwon Water), 			
Mr Konrad Gill (Yarra Valley Water), and Mr Jim Gifford (SA Water).
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 the Chairs – Mr David Parsons (Sydney Water) and Mr Gavin Love (Melbourne Water)

Finally, congratulations to all members, past and present. Without your contributions the Group would
not be the success it is. May the next 10 years be just as successful and rewarding.
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WSSG Newsletter
The Water Services Sector Group has started publishing a monthly e-news update for its members, helping them stay
informed on the work of the sector group and the wider TISN. The monthly updates include:
 a review of recent publications and new resources available on risk, business continuity, emergency management,
resilience and emerging issues for the water sector
 a list of upcoming training and professional development courses, and
 a calendar of upcoming TISN events, including sector group meetings and other activities such as the CIR conference and
TISN desktop exercise.
If TISN members would like to be included on the distribution list for the WSSG monthly e-news please contact the
WSSG Secretariat at wssg@ag.gov.au.

It’s new and has gone live the Protective Security Policy Framework website

www.protectivesecurity.gov.au

Registration now open
www.ag.gov.au/sig
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We welcome your feedback
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If you would like to suggest a story or
provide feedback on this newsletter, please
contact us at cir@ag.gov.au

